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CHAPTERR ONE 

1.. A fertil e region at the Afghan border 

Mostt probably the Punjab remains the best 'regional' example of how the colonial interaction 

shapedd and transformed virtually every aspect of life in South Asia, including the indigenous 

inhabitants'' intellectual horizons (only the 'cities' of Calcutta and Bombay are comparable 

examples),, 1 Indeed, the region changed so much during a relatively short period, that in order to 

seee what happened during Tiigh colonialism', it is extremely valid to choose the Punjab as area of 

research.. Its proximity to Afghanistan, where the British and the Russians played their Great 

Gamee of Imperialism and its fertile heartland influenced the region's development under colonial 

11 Colonial Greater Punjab was divided in five divisions (Lahore, Jullunder, Rawalpindi, Delhi and Multan), each 
subordinatee to a Commissioner. These were further grouped in twenty-nine districts where a Deputy Commissioner 
wass in charge. The five frontier districts were separated in 1901 to form the North-West Frontier Province and Delhi 
districtt one decade later, when the government of British India moved its capital from Calcutta to New Delhi The 
provincee also knew forty-three Native States, where British law was not applied and overall the colonial interaction 
wass of a different kind 
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rulee remarkably.2 The former was the main factor in the British Indian army's decision taken after 

thee Mutiny of 1857 (when the Punjab remained loyal to the British) to concentrate its recruiting 

activitiess in the province. As a result, although the Punjab comprised only around one-tenth of 

Britishh India and its population, its significance as a strategic and wealthy border province was 

disproportionate. . 

Situatedd in the northwest comer of the subcontinent, the Punjab was geographically clearly 

defined,, with the Himalayas in the north, the Great Indian Thar Desert in the south, the Jamuna 

inn the east and the Indus in the west. The literal meaning of the Persian term Panj-ab or five ri-

vers'' was meant to signify the land through which the Beas, Ravi, Sutlej, Chenab and Jhelum 

riversrivers flowed. In fact, Punjab was a land of six rivers but by name the Indus was not included. It 

wass Mughal Emperor Akbar who named the tracts of land between these rivers, respectively, 

fromm east to west, the Bist-Jullunder, Bari, Rechna, Jech and Sindh-Sagar doabs. The alluvial soil 

off  these tracts -additionally irrigated by wells and canals- formed the productive heartland of the 

region,, where capricious weather nonetheless regularly led to a shortage of rainfall in the 

growingg season, resulting in lower crops yields, crop failures and ultimately famine. Partly 

becausee of the latter problem, the British decided that the Punjab was an ideal area for the 

constructionn of a system of irrigation canals. 

Afterr annexation, work first began on restoring and extending the Punjab s canal-system as 

developedd under Mughal and Sikh rule (the Bari doab canal, for example, was extended for some 

4000 kilometers). By the 1880s, canal-construction had reached a high point, as several canals, 

22 Rudyard Kipling has described the exciting atmosphere of the Great Game beautifully in Kim (1901). Kipling 
workedd as a journalist in the Punjab, first for the Civil and Military Gazette and later the Pioneer. His first stories 
camee out of that experience and were published locally. See also Edward Said's interesting introductory essay to 
Kim,Kim, Harmondsworth 1987 edition. 
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includingg the western Jamuna, the lower Chenab, and many smaller ones, were either all built, 

modifiedd or extended. Most areas adjacent to the canals were neatly laid out in plots of land, with 

markett places, towns and villages spaced at regular intervals along the roads and railways that 

developedd rapidly during the same period. These 'canal-colonies' indeed represented a new 

environmentt and way of living, as Prakash Tandon put it in his very readable autobiography, 

comparingg his birthplace Gujrat with a newly created colony town that during the first decades of 

thiss century would develop into perhaps the largest wheat market in the world: 

Sarghodaa was a much cleaner and healthier city than Gujrat. It was planned, well laid out 

andd had plenty of light and air. It's streets and lanes were wide and straight. Somehow the 

clean,, hygienic, impersonal layout seemed to mould the population into the pattern that 

thee settlement officer of the late Victorian period must have had in mind. There was more 

sociall  and political awakening in Sarghoda; its municipal affairs were better run; its 

communitiess had started new schools. The singing and dancing girls were moved out of 

thee city, first near the canal bank, and then still further away. It was typical of the new 

spiritt of Sarghoda that its biradaris (brotherhoods) tried to stop wasteful expenditure at 

weddingss by banning fireworks, and had they got away with this they would probably 

havee stopped music and entertainment as well. But with all this Sarghoda was drab and 

hadd none of the colour of Gujrat, neither the city nor its people.3 

33 Tandon, Punjabi century, 161. 
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Meanwhile,, one million Punjabis from the central districts around Amritsar and Lahore (two 

citiess which expanded remarkably during colonial rule) emigrated to these canal-colonies. These 

emigrantss regularly sent money "home', while alternatively agricultural products of the home-

regionss found a ready market in the canal-colonies -where farmers specialized in cultivating a 

smalll  variety of cash-crops such as tobacco, sugar-cane, cotton and, of course, wheat (which 

becamee the region's main export commodity).4 While the extension of the total cultivated area of 

thee province outstripped the rate of population growth, many (although indeed far from all) 

Punjabiss -in the old as well as the new regions- experienced an unprecedented rise in their 

standardd of living. 

Closelyy inter-linked with the construction of a system of canal-irrigation and colonies, the 

impactt of army recruitment on the Punjab's economic, social and political life was considerable 

too.55 Soon the region replaced the older military recruitment areas of north Hindustan and by 

19144 three-fifths of the troops came from the Punjab. This process occurred not only because the 

region'ss loyalty during the 1857 Revolt but generally because it was believed there already 

existedd a ' tradition in the area, as generations had been forced to fight in order to survive 

att the one and only existing overland Gateway to India. Even so, more crucial seems to have been 

thee fact that the region was situated next to British India's main theatre of war at that time: 

Afghanistan.. On the way from Lahore to Kabul, Rawalpindi was the centre of military activity 

withh the biggest cantonment in South Asia (in fact, it still is the headquarters of the Pakistani 

44 Adjustment to the Western presence in Lahore also meant the incorporation of the potato into the diet of 
Punjabis.. Soon after  annexation considerable quantities of potatoes were produced in the tracts around the city. See: 
Kerr ,, Urbanization and colonial rule, 223. 
55 In Some consequences of militar y expenditure, Clive Dewey shows in detail how defense spending in the Punjab 
galvanizedd the economies and flattened the societies of the areas on which it was concentrated. 
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armyy today).6 Because of the comparable terrain and climate, recruits especially from west 

Punjabb not only were more suitable but, in particular, also cheaper, as soldiers serving on the 

Frontierr from other parts of the subcontinent had to be paid extra 'foreign service' allowances.7 

Thee increased prosperity which irrigation partly had brought to the Punjab further also meant that 

farr fewer volunteers for army service were turned away on medical grounds. While at the same 

time,, the vast increase in land available for agriculture enabled the British to set large areas apart 

solelyy for the purpose of breeding horses and cattle for the army. 

Yett though army recruitment in the Punjab was mostly based on pragmatic policies, it 

nonethelesss became enshrined in the mythology of India's "martial races'. It was all about inbred 

martiall  skill wrote G.F. MacMunn at the beginning of the twentieth century in a classic Orienta-

listt study about the armies of British India: 

Itt is one of the essential differences between the East and the West, that in the East, with 

certainn exceptions, only certain clans and classes can bear arms; the others have not the 

physicall  courage necessary for the warrior. In Europe, as we know, every able-bodied 

man,, given food and arms, is a fighting man of some sort, some better, some worse, but 

stilll  as capable of bearing arms as any other of his nationality.8 

Inn the same way, after thirty-five years of service in the Punjab, Lieutenant-Governor James 

Douiee wrote about one such a "martial' caste: 

66 Cf. the idea of the Punjab as 'The British security state in North-West India' in Ian Talbot, Pakistan. A modern 
history,history, London 1998, Chapter  Two. 
77 Ibid. , Punjab and the Raj, Chapter  Two. 
88 G.F. MacMunn, The armies of India, London 1911, 129. 
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Thee Jat is a typical son of the soil, strong and sturdy, hardworking and brave, a fine 

soldierr and an excellent farmer, but slow-witted and grasping. The Sikh Jat finds an 

honourablee outlet for his overflowing energy in the army and in the service of the Crown 

beyondd the bounds of India. When he misses that he sometimes takes to dacoity. 

Unfortunatelyy he is often given to strong drink, and, when his passions or his greed are 

aroused,, can be exceedingly brutal.9 

Anyhow,, whatever the mythology, of more significance remains: first, that the close relationship 

betweenn the British Indian army and the Punjab increased the rural population's prosperity (as 

soldierss sent money home to their villages) and, second, that servicemen and their retired 

comradess (while investing their savings or being granted pension, land or government office as a 

rewardd for their loyalty) over time came to exert as 'martial lobby' powerful political influence 

withinn the restricted electorate, particularly through the cross-communal Punjab Unionist Party 

whichh would dominate Punjabi politics during the decades preceding Partition.10 

Althoughh road and railway construction primarily served British strategic needs: linking 

militaryy outposts, cantonments and major cities (the last part of the Grand Trunk road from 

Lahoree to Peshawar at the Khyber pass was completed in 1863-64), Punjabis obviously benefited 

fromm the improved communications as well.11 On the whole, the Punjab became part of British 

India'ss internal and external trade system. Faster circulation of agricultural products at a cheaper 

99 James Douie, ThePanjab, North-West Frontier Province and Kashmir, Cambridge 1916,104. Cf. R.W. Falcon, 
HandbookHandbook on Sikhs for the use of regimental officers, Allahabad 1896. 
100 On the Punjab Unionist Party: Talbot, Punjab and the Raj. 
111 Generally railway-tracks demarcated British Civil and Military lines from the Indian 'old city' areas in major 
cities.. In Lahore, in fact, the station itself was designed as a fort in which the British could take refuge in case of 
revolt. . 
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rate,, greater equalization of prices and market integration followed, while the total cultivated area 

expanded.. Throughout the province the trend was to substitute inferior crops by more 

commerciall  ones, especially wheat, cotton and sugarcane. Control of credit, carts, storage 

facilitiess and agricultural capital brought opportunities to rural entrepreneurs. Again mostly as a 

benefitt of the military presence, the British also took the initiative in the development of the regi-

on'ss natural resources (to be found mostly in the Himalayan foothills). Large borax deposits along 

withh iron ore and coal were discovered and exploited, while in 1903-1904 British investors set up 

355 refineries to process saltpetre (used in explosives and in leather tanning) in the Punjab.12 

Noww divided between India and Pakistan, the Punjab still is the most prosperous region of 

eachh country. Though the British were largely responsible for many of the changes in the 

Punjab'ss economic structure, it has to be stressed that many Indian entrepreneurs (contractors 

mainly)) were involved, who like entrepreneurs everywhere mostly sought higher profits. Hence, 

duringg extreme famine conditions in the second half of the nineteenth century, Indian 

entrepreneurss continued the export of grain (from the Punjab 'granary' in particular) to the much 

moree profitable European market, not only diminishing the availability of grain in the subcon-

tinent,, but driving prices higher as well. All in all, probably more important than these general 

socio-economicc changes following canal irrigation and army recruitment to the process of state 

formationn and simultaneous creation of a 'public sphere' in the Punjab, remains the fact that the 

Britishh created an hierarchic system of authority which brought its inhabitants into close contact 

withh their rulers. 

122 Imperial Gazetteer  of India, Provincial Series: Punjab, vol. 1, Calcutta 1908, 76. 
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2.. Authorit y reaching to the bottom of rura l society 

Inn 1803, when the Mughal Emperor accepted British protection and the Marathas remained the 

onlyy obstacle to British supremacy, the East India Company had become the strongest force 

withinn South Asia. During the following fifty years it emerged as the paramount power and with 

thee conquest of the Sikh kingdom of the Punjab, British territorial expansion became 

coterminouss with the subcontinent's natural frontiers in the northwest. After the 1857 Revolt, the 

Companyy was dissolved and India placed under the Crown instead. Never before had such a vast 

areaa in South Asia been 'officially' ruled by one central government, holding (being indeed a 

fundamentall  characteristic of any colonial state) the monopoly on international relations. 

Undoubtedly,, the Anglo-Indian colonial state was more powerful, centralized and interventionist 

thann any other former Indian state, claiming absolute authority. Yet what made it most peculiar, 

inn comparison to other colonial states, was the fact that it focused, as Dirk Kolff rightly stressed, 

mostlyy on the management of the internal markets and, continuously, on inland government 

rule.133 British India convincingly was an atypical colony. Until the twentieth century, foreign 

tradee never was more than a few percent of the colonial stated gross national product. Unlike in 

Dutchh Indonesia, the fiscal basis of the state therefore could not be based on taxation of 

commoditiess meant for the world market nor on the imposing of duties in harbours (as was the 

casee in Indonesia at least for one hundred years after the introduction of the so-called 

'cultuurstelsel'' in 1830, to deal with the financial problems of the Dutch state). Instead, in British 

133 D.H.A. Kolff, Zuid-Azië na 1945 in D.F.J. Bosscher, H. Renner, R.B. Soetendorp en R. Wagenaar (red.), De 
wereldwereld na 1945, Utrecht 1992,478^79. 
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Indiaa only the land revenue could be the sufficient source to finance the maintenance of the 

coloniall  state, lik e it had been the foundation of the Mughal state, throughout the later 

nineteenthh century land revenue was crucial to the colonial state, producing over 40 per cent of 

itss revenue. 14 Importantly, unlike the Mughals, the British constructed a hierarchic system of 

authorityy reaching to the bottom of Indian agrarian society for its collection. 15 

Indispensablee to this process of 'going native' (and again, though in different degrees, cha-

racteristicc to the whole colonial world) was the creation of a body of 'scientific1 knowledge of 

Southh Asian society. 16 A vast amount of empirical knowledge of what the British thought to be 

thee structure and functioning of Indian society was collected, mostly for the cadastral record. 

Investigationss into the nature of land tenure were made: who did or who should own the land? 

Whatt did the land produce? How much revenue could one collect? What were the past 

procedures?? With whom should the collection be arranged? These and other questions were 

cruciall  to the Anglo-Indian colonial state, whose income largely depended on the land revenue, 

andd to which colonial knowledge had to provide the answers. In turn, importantly, the colonial 

state'ss quest for revenue deeply influenced the lives of ordinary people, making them more 

consciouss of the presence and character of colonial rule and indeed often generating discontent. 

Whatt is more, while 'going native', trigonometrical and topographic surveys were held, maps 

144 Brown, Modern India, India, 124. 
155 Most Empire builders probably thought that India was worth to be governed well, as this atypical colony increa-
singlyy became the Jewel in the Grown of the British Empire. Nearly half of all Indian government revenues were 
directlyy spent on the maintenance of the British Indian army. At no cost to the British tax payer, these "English 
barrackss in the Oriental seas' could be widely launched -from Abyssinia to Hong Kong- to protect Imperial trade and 
communicationss between Europe and Australasia (during the Second World War two-and-a-half million Indians -the 
largestt  "unrewarded' volunteer  force that ever  existed- fought to defend the interests of the British Empire). 
Moreover,, almost as important as the British Indian army for  the functioning of the Empire were the crucial move-
mentss during Tiigh colonialism' of Indians with administrative skills and expertise -who ran subordinate state bureau-
craciess and professions in the colonial territorie s from Malaysia to the Persian Gulf and East Africa-, Indian 
controlledd capital and indentured labour  system. 
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weree drawn and pre-existing records -containing social and economic information, appraisals of 

population,, land area, agricultural and craft production, and discussions of history and 

government-- were summarized. Subsequently; all this knowledge was formalized in series of 

districtt Gazetteers, and, since 1871, in the decennial Census, on which the Gazetteers in later 

yearss depended for most of the their statistical data. In the long-term, the formal' categories 

producedd through this process of Inclusion by definition' undeniably influenced the course of 

modernn South Asian history, while being used by the independent Indian and Pakistani 

governmentss as well. Yet, not only the knowledge of Indian intermediaries (scholars, teachers, 

priests,, lawyers, merchants and bankers), who had worked together with the British since the late 

eighteenthh century, was incorporated in this body of colonial knowledge but indeed they 

themselvess also became part of the colonial stated hierarchic system of authority, taking care of 

thee day-to-day administration. As such, the colonial state started to patronize the holders of what 

theyy found to be the Indian tradition -those related to indigenous religious, educational, law or 

otherr institutions. In this way, a political and cultural framework was created, which embodied 

thee Anglo-Indian colonial stated imperative to control the lives of Indians without necessarily 

sharingg their values. 

Inn fact, most probably more than elsewhere in South Asia, principles of authority also were 

articulatedd in me Punjab: 

166 Seminal here have been the essays by Bernard S. Cohn as collected in An anthropologist and Colonialism. 
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Everyy section of society, from the handful of great landlords to the mass of peasant 

proprietors,, co-operated with the district officers; and their collaboration enormously 

enhancedd the power of the state for every public purpose. 17 

Afterr annexation and in the spirit of the north Indian 'patronage bureaucracy', the longing to 

createe and retain a stable rural base through respect to indigenous 'village communities', 'tribes' 

andd 'customs' lay at the heart of the Punjab tradition' of administration. 18 From now on the 

coloniall  state came into close contact with village life, though often to the great surprise of 

Punjabii  villagers themselves, for as one contemporary put it: 

Thee villagers were, to begin with, frightened of the new conquerors. Women would hide 

theirr children. But fear soon gave way to curiosity and then to controversy. What were 

thesee angrez log (Englishmen) up to? Their ideas were quite unlike those of rulers in the 

past.. They began by doing the oddest things, like consulting each peasant about the land 

hee possessed and giving him a permanent title to it, with a fixed revenue which was 

remittedd in years when crops were bad. The officers moved about freely unguarded and 

withoutt pomp and show. The visiting officials pitched their tents outside the villages, and 

heldd their office under a tree where anyone could approach them. Accompanied by just 

onee or two persons they would ride on horseback for hours, inspecting and talking to the 

people.. Most of them had learned Punjabi well, and some quite fluently. 19 

177 Dewey, Anglo-Indian attitudes, 202. 
188 See further : Peter  Penner, The patronage bureaucracy in north India. The Robert M. Bird and James Thomason 
school,school, 1820-1870, New Delhi 1986; Van den Dungen, The Punjab tradition and Clive Dewey, Images of the village 
community::  a study in Anglo-Indian ideology in Modern Asian Studies, 6,1972,291-328. 
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Subsequently,, during the 1860s and 1870s, the British defined a specific tribal system' on the 

basiss of which, they said, the Punjabi Village communities' were organized. By linking up with 

"nativee institutions' like these, they believed, "they could not only present themselves as legitimate 

indigenouss rulers, presiding over an unaltered traditional' society, but they could also harness the 

Punjab'ss distinctive social forms, above all in die settlement of canal-colonies, to die creation of a 

prosperouss land'.20 At the same time, a system of 'customary law' was developed. The idea 

behindd me 1872 Punjab Laws Act was to use 'custom' as the foundation for a system of 'personal' 

laww that was the equivalent of traditional law, to be incorporated into the overall system of law 

enforcedd by the colonial state. Anglo-Indian law thus rested on two contradictory principles with 

differentt social involvements. Whereas the 'public' side encouraged the emergence of free market 

relations,, 'personal' law invented tradition'. Or to put it differently, on the one hand, the colonial 

statee was the agent of an expanding commercial society which brought India into the world 

market,, while on the other, the state depended for purposes of control on the maintenance of a 

traditional'' base.21 As such, British policy overall had the effect of drying up the pragmatism 

andd natural flexibilit y of South Asian traditions, creating much more rigid and bureaucratic 

versionss of them in the process. 

Noww on the basis of these colonial constructions of the Village communities', tribal system' 

andd 'customary law', the British constructed a hierarchic system of authority. The five Punjab 

divisionss were divided into districts and these again into tehsils. They contained around 150 

villagess each and were under the control of tehsildars, who held revenue and judicial powers. At 

thee lower end of die administrative hierarchy, there were the zails, consisting of between ten to 

199 Tandon, Punjabi century, 12. 
200 Metcalf, Ideologies, 129. 
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thirtyy Village communities' and forming the key units of the system. Control rested with the 

zaildar,zaildar, who supervised the village headmen, lambardars, and also acted as head of police. 

Thesee zaildars generally were the leaders of local dominant 'tribes' and often also zamindars 

(landowners).. Subsequently, selection of zaildars produced families of local influence, who used 

theirr position to claim the leadership of the zaiFs dominant . The administrative influence 

off  the zaildars guaranteed that the positions, though initially not hereditary, usually passed from 

fatherr to son. Thus by and large, at the turn of the century, British policy had produced a class of 

rurall  leaders, tied closely to the administration and exercising their authority in a "tribal' idiom. 

Thee further framework for this structuring of rural Punjabi politics took place with the creation 

off  the category of 'agricultural tribes' in the 1901 Alienation of Land Act. Already for some time, 

thee British worried (and not only in the Punjab) about the large-scale sale of land for debts owed 

too moneylenders.22 They perceived the latter as intruders in the Punjabi Village communities' and 

thereforee banned the sale of land to anyone other than a member of a registered 'agricultural 

tribe'.. Yet, as B.R. Tomlinson rightly put it: 

Thee picture of a commercially innocent, self-sufficient peasantry falling victim to the 

capitalistt wiles of usurious moneylenders and urban bankers, painted by the colonial 

governmentt and its nationalist critics alike at the end of the nineteenth century, is a 

largelyy inaccurate depiction of the political economy of exchange and production in 

Indiann agriculture in the last century.23 

211 Gilmartin, Empire and Islam, 13-14. 
222 This as result of the fact that the British wanted their revenue in cash and introduced the usual assessment based 
onn long-term averages rather then sharing the risk of each harvest with the peasantry. 
233 B.R. Tomlinson, The economy of modern India, 1860-1970, Cambridge 1993,66. 
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Inn reality, agricultural enterprise was largely financed by rurally based investors, who secured 

theirr capital from those who had profited from the export-led expansion of cash-crop farming. As 

aa result, a large section of the middle peasantry consolidated itself, overall leading to an 

egalitariann pattern of landownership right up to the end of British rule. Afterwards, the protection 

off  'agricultural tribes' through the 1901 Act, made it even easier for this class (as well as the 

region'ss landowners) to dominate the supply of credit and the power that accompanied it. 

Ass part of the same project of ordering society, the Punjab's influential high-ranking 

individualss and groups were set into the Anglo-Indian colonial state's hierarchic system of 

authorityy as well. With the 1857 Mutiny the Punjab's 'natural leaders' proved to be loyal and 

hencee the British rewarded them afterwards, as Lieutenant-Governor Robert Montgomery (1809-

1887)) made clear at the 1862 Educational durbar, held to enlist the co-operation of the chiefs and 

notabless of the Punjab, stating the government's overall goal: 

Itt is very gratifying to me, as I feel it is to you all, to see before us 150 of the aristocracy 

preparingg themselves for their future important spheres. It is working through the higher 

classess that we must look for the rapid advancement and prosperity of the people. It is our 

speciall  duty to educate the higher classes and then the education of the mass will follow. I 

wantt to see them take a high place in the administration of the country, and fill  important 

officess in the state. The experiment already made of investing the chiefs and citizens with 

extensivee powers, far exceeds all that I had anticipated.24 

244 The Lahore Chronicle, February 18, 1863 in Robert Montgomery papers (British Library, Oriental and India 
Officee Collections: MSS EUR.D.1019/5), item 92. 
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Princes,, chiefs, landowners and families of note were made zaildar, honorary magistrate, mem-

berr of one of the darbars held in the province or tied to the British system of rule in other ways 

(forr example, through Punjabization of the British Indian army from the 1880s onwards and the 

educationn of the Punjab's young elites at Aitchison Chiefs' College in Lahore). In the countryside 

mostt of these natural leaders' were 'tribal' chiefs, landowners or both, while in the towns and 

citiess they usually owned considerable residential parts, commanded credit or controlled broad 

urbann factions. Only after they had been properly ranked and labeled, and frozen into place, so 

thee British believed, Punjab's 'natural leaders' could exercise their 'traditional' authority. 

Similarly,, the colonial state also patronized Punjabi religious and educational institutions. Ian 

Kerr,, for instance, has described the close relationship between the colonial state and the most 

holyy Sikh shrine, the Golden Temple, in Amritsar.25 While David Gilmartin, in the same way, 

hass showed how the British, after linking their rule to ideas of local 'tribal' authority, came to 

participatee in the functioning of many rural shrines of Sufi Pirs, by establishing close links with 

thee local sajjada nishins (those embodying the barakat at the shrine and usually being lineal 

descendantss of a particular saint).26 

Still,, the functioning of this hierarchic system of authority through which the colonial state 

patronizedd Punjabi society was increasingly undermined. Subjects to be discussed in the next 

Chapterss such as Punjab evangelicalism, Anglo-vernacular education, new modes of 'commu-

nication',, urbanization and the way the British perceived and defined society (particularly in 

255 Ian Kerr, British relationships with the Golden temple, 1849-90 in Indian Economic and Social History 
Review,Review, 2,1984, 320-342. 
266 Gilmartin, Empire and Islam, Islam, Chapter Two. 
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assessingg what were legitimate interests meriting 'representation') proved to be crucial to Punjabi 

responsess to the newly created order. Increasingly they would see in the categories used by the 

British,, something they could use profitably. Broader identities emerged, which transformed the 

characterr of Punjabi politics. Subsequently, two contrasting political traditions developed in the 

Punjabb under colonial rule, the urban politics of faith' and the rural politics of "mediation*. 

Obviously,, the Singh Sabhas, Arya Samaj and Ahmadiyahs belonged to the first political traditi-

onn of religious lay leaders' and ultimately also it was this tradition which triumphed with the 

19477 Partition of British India into India and Pakistan. But before we come to this, let me first 

givee a general description of the traditional world in the Punjab and, in particular, how besides 

thee colonial state's hierarchic system of authority, indigenous voluntary movements increasingly 

startedd to interfere in three greater traditions and their shared popular culture. 

3.. Three greater  tradition s and Punjabi popular  culture 

Beforee that bloody 1947 Partition, the Punjab offered an unparalleled opportunity for a 

comparativee historical study about the making of modern South Asian religious identities within 

onee specific region. Only here one could compare the three greater traditions of Islam, Hinduism 

andd Sikhism with long specific histories in the region.27 First of all of course because the Punjab 

remainss the homeland of the Sikhs. Yet, to make the comparison even more appealing, what is 

oftenn forgotten is that Islam and Hinduism in the region showed characteristics that differed 

277 To stress once again, Islam is a tradition , Sikhism was moulded into one but because of the multiplicit y of Hindu 
practicess 'Hinduism' remains a non-definable term in the Indian context. 
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remarkablyy from other parts in South Asia. From the Indus civilization onwards, the Punjab 

underwentt five millenia of human history. Many invaders followed the Aryans through the one 

andd only overland Gateway on their way to the fertile doab of the Jamuna and Ganges rivers. 

Sincee the twelfth century the Punjab also has been a region of Indo-Islamic interaction. It formed 

aa frontier province of respectively, the Ghaznavid Empire, the Delhi Sultanate and the Mughals 

afterr the battle of Panipat in 1526. Lahore experienced its high noon after that, when Mughal 

Emperorss held their courts there. While there is no general explanation for the collapse of 

Mughall  power within the Punjab, the Sikhs at least profited from it, while alternatively their 

emergencee as a powerful community, was crucial to its further decline. 

Exceptt for the so-called Nirguna sants, Guru Nanak (1469-1539) did not find anything 

commendablee in all major forms of contemporary belief and practice, whether Hindu or Muslim. 

Somethingg new was needed and, following his moral fervour, Nanak created an ideology and 

startedd a movement, which under his nine successors evolved into the Sikh Panth. In 1603-1604 

fifthh Guru Arjan compiled the Guru Granth Sahib and in 1699 tenth Guru Gobind Singh 

establishedd the institution of the Khalsa of initiated {amrit-dhari) Sikhs and hence introduced the 

conceptt of the saint-soldier.28 Under the leadership of the 'one-eyed lion', Maharaja Ranjit Singh 

(1781-1839),, a Sikh Empire was established in 1799 that ruled the Punjab and Kashmir until 

Britishh annexation in 1849. Though central Punjab -which contained the most prosperous tracts 

288 The word 'Sikh' comes from the Punjabi verb sikh, to learn. Basically therefore a Sikh is one who learns 
andd follows the path of liberation taught by Guru Nanak and his nine successors. In 1699, the tenth Guru, 
Gobindd Singh, formed the Khalsa at Anandpur. Thereafter all who had undergone the initiation ceremony 
{amrit{amrit sanskar), retained their hair uncut and carried weapons were (amrit-dhari) Khalsa Sikhs and called 
themselvess Singh (lion). Ever since, amrit-dhari Sikhs of the Khalsa are distinct from kesh-dhari Sikhs, 
whoo are unitiated but do not cut their hair (and often wear a turban), and the also unitiated sajaj-dhari 
Sikhs,, who even less keep themselves to outward Sikh forms and code of belief and discipline (Rahit). 
Seee for further explanation about the complicated state of affairs of modem Sikh identity: McLeod, Who is 
aa Sikh?, Chapter Seven. 
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off  the region- was the stronghold of the Sikhs, Muslims outnumbered both Hindus and Sikhs 

togetherr in that same area. During the decade after annexation, around a quarter of the population 

wass Sikh in the Amritsar, Ludhiana and Ferozepore districts. Loss of political power initially had 

ledd to large-scale re-conversion to Hinduism but gradually the Sikhs got back their strength and 

self-confidence.. In fact, by the beginning of the twentieth century, Sikhs had arrived at a political 

influencee relatively too large compared to their numbers, mostly because of their eminent roles 

bothh in the Punjab's agriculture and the British Indian army. 

Thee emergence of the Sikh faith alongside Islam and Hinduism and the constant invasions in 

thee region however did not lead to a weakening of the 'caste system' in the Punjab. Undoubtedly, 

"twice-born'' castes did not dominate the Hindu social hierarchy and indeed the status of the 

Brahmann was so depressing that some even took to the plough in the eastern part of the province. 

Onn the whole, the latter̂  low status position (except in the Himalayan foothills) resulted not only 

fromm the fact that they had to compete with Muslim and Sikh leaders, but especially also because 

theyy lacked the economic power which temples in Hindu dominated areas elsewhere in South 

Asiaa provided. Much more powerful within the Hindu community were the commercial castes: 

thee Khatris in particular, followed by Aroras (western Punjab) and Banias (eastern Punjab). 

Accordingg to S.S. Thorburn, these commercial castes undeservingly profited most from the hard 

labourr of the Punjabi peasant: 

Inn some sense we govern India chiefly to their advantage, and are thereby jeopardizing the 

stabilityy of our hold on the affections of the people, that is, on rural India, and thus 

helpingg petty shop-keepers and money-lenders to exploit the country for their own 

benefitt Throughout the Punjab, if not throughout India, with the exception of that serio-
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comicc phenomenon -the educated Bengali of the *young Bengal' school- they emphatically 

derivee most profit from our rule, whilst contributing littl e to its expenses, and nothing to 

itss strength.29 

Underr colonial rule, however, their position was increasingly challenged by Rajputs and Jats, 

whoo had become rich peasants or found jobs in the British Indian army. 

Thee majority of the Punjab's population, nonetheless, was not Sikh or Hindu but Muslim (and, 

ass opposed to what is generally thought, the Punjab army therefore mostly existed of west 

Punjabii  Muslim recruits instead of Sikhs). They were organized, as the British rightly observed, 

onn a tribal basis of which the largest were again the Jats and Rajputs (being those Hindus who 

hadd embraced Islam mostly between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries). Other important 

tribess (besides the traditional Sayyid and Sheikh elites) were the Pathans, Awans, Biluches and 

Gujars.Gujars. These tribes mostly were to be found in the western Punjab (being in fact nearly two-

thirdss of the region), where there also were large Muslim landowners. Yet, at the same time, it 

hass to be stressed that particularly in rural Punjab, religious boundaries were extremely fluid. 

Peoplee did not see themselves simply as Sikhs, Hindus or Muslims, on the contrary, these 

categoriess often overlapped. Accordingly also when the leading ethnographer and administrator 

off  the Punjab, Denzil Ibbetson, directed the 1881 Punjab Census, he noted on the difficulties 

whilee recording religious statistics: 

299 S.S. Thorbura, Musalmans and moneylenders in the Punjab, 1886; repr. Lahore, 35. 
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Yet,, with the single exception of caste, no other one of the details which we have 

recordedd is so difficult to fix with exactness (as religion), or needs so much explanation 

andd limitation before the real value of figires can be appreciated.30 

Thee widespread influence of Sufism (the label given to Islamic mysticism) therefore remains a  a 

mostt interesting aspect of Islam in the Punjab. Especially in the countryside, all communities 

regardedd SufiPirs as sacred without distinction. Almost every village in central Punjab contained 

aa shrine dedicated to Pir Sakhi Sarvar (who was believed to be a patron of young children). In the 

samee way, Punjabi (generally written in the Persian-Arabic Nastaliq script), in which such Sufi 

poetss like Bullhe Shah (1680-1758), Sultan Bahu (1631-1691) and Shah Husain (1539-1593) 

composed,, was both a literary and spoken language transcending religious boundaries. Members 

off  all communities shared in many of each others' celebrations, coming together, for example, at 

thee urs (festivals reminiscing the death of a Sufi saint) of Baba Farid (1173-1265) of Pakpattan 

andd Hazrat Datta Ganj Baksh (1009-1072) -whose recently renovated dargah remains the largest 

andd most popular Sufi shrine in Lahore up to today. In addition, songs, proverbs and folk tales 

providee further evidence of this shared popular culture. At the end of the nineteenth century, 

Richardd Temple collected many of these among illiterate Punjabis, hearing numerous versions of 

thee same stories in different villages.31 A more famous genre than these folk-tales were the 

qissasqissas or tragic love tales of Hir and Ranjha, Sassi and Punnu and Sohni and Mahival. All in all, 

rurall  Punjab and in particular the central areas shared an overall popular culture through which 

300 Punjab Census Report, Lahore 1881, 101. 
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thee majority of Punjabis lived and envisaged the reality around them. Standards of behaviour, 

categoriess of thought, conceptions of time, notions of purity and impurity and of the sacred and 

thee profane were not marked by great differences. Besides honouring Sufi Pirs and taking part in 

eachh others' celebrations, many Punjabis followed common beliefs bordering on animism and 

fetishismm and concerning, for example, different spirits, witchcraft, divine intercession, the need 

too pay attention to omens and the merit to be gained through pilgrimage. These beliefs had been 

theree for many centuries and were older than all formal theologies/" 

Still,, the three greater Punjabi traditions and shared popular culture were stirred not only by 

thee Anglo-Indian colonial state's hierarchic system of authority but also by indigenous voluntary-

movementss (which after having more or less settled in Lahore, Amriisar or other towns, 

increasinglyy turned towards the countryside). The Arya Samaj obviously remains the best known 

withinn the Hindu community and beyond, but will be extensively dealt with later. Most 

influentiall  among Muslims was the Anjuman-i-Islamia. It was founded in 1866 in Lahore by 

followerss of the famous reformer, Sayyid Ahmad Khan (1817-1898), who had established the 

Aligarhh movement and in 1884 visited the Punjab to collect funds for this project and to deliver 

speeches.333 It opened schools with an Anglo-vernacular curriculum (of which Islamia College in 

Lahoree remains the best known), emphasized female education, loyalty to the British and subse-

quentlyy opposed the Indian National Congress. Another two important modern Muslim reform 

movementss active in the Punjab were the Deobandi and Ahl-i-hadith (people of the tradition, 

311 Richard Temple, The legends of the Punjab, 3 vols., 1886; repr. Patiala. The original handwritings of the 
munshismunshis (scribes) employed by Temple to write down The Legends in the Punjab villages now are part of the 
Richardd Temple papers (British Library, Oriental and India Office Collections: MSS Eur. F. 98/4). 
3""  See further: Oberoi, The construction, Chapter Three (An enchanted universe), 
333 On the Aligarh movement: David Lelyveld, Aligarh's first generation: Muslim solidarity in British India, 
Princetonn 1977. 
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whoo declared to follow authentic prophetic traditions in preference to the four law schools). The 

formerr followed the ideas of the reformist ulema associated with a theological academy founded 

inn the town of Deoband (in what was until 1902 called the North Western Provinces) in 1867.34 

Thee Ahl-i-hadith descended from the Wahabis of Sayyid Ahmad Shahid (1782-1831) and had 

foughtt against the Sikhs during the 1820s. They were strict Muslims and opposed anyone (but 

particularlyy Ahmadiyahs) indulging in taqlid or accepting religious authority from sources not 

foundd in the Quran and the hadith. Indeed, compared to Muslim groups like these, Ahmadiyah 

membershipp was small but the movement is worthy of study because of its very active 

propagandaa in both the spoken and the written word and, closely related, particularly also its later 

importancee as Islamic missionary movement. 

Undeniably,, the Singh Sabhas were the most important reform movement within Sikh history. 

Yet,, already there had been some religious ferment among the Sikhs after annexation with the 

Nirankarii  and Namdhari movements,35 who both established some influence in the countryside. 

Thoughh these were two minor movements, they exist still today and therefore have to be mentio-

ned,, especially also because they got their inspiration towards purification and the past from 

Babas,, who were raised to the position of Gurus by their followers. As such both movements 

producedd distinct successions of Gurus afterwards and thus clearly opposed the subsequent Singh 

Sabhaa emphasis upon the Ten Gurus (as stressed in the 1925 Gurdwara Act for example). 

Otherwisee interesting remains the fact that Baba Dayal Das (1783-1853), founder of the 

Nirankaris,, like the Singh Sabhaites later, believed that the Granth Sahib should be the only 

visiblee focus for the Sikhs. Also he rejected the militant Khalsa ideal as conflicting with the 

344 On the Deoband movement: Metcaif, Islamic revival in British India. 
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spirituall  teachings of Guru Nanak and, as such, threatened the Sikh tradition as propagated by 

Maharajaa Ranjit Singh. The millenarian Kukas were similar to the Nirankaris but unlike the latter 

oftenn used physical force and so the colonial government closely watched them. Their leader. 

Babaa Ram Singh (1816-1884), opposed the British at least for their killing of kine for beef and, 

subsequently,, when in 1872 some Namdharis attacked Muslim slaughter houses and butchers' 

shops,, more than fifty protestors were blown from the gun. Though Baba Ram Singh himself was 

nott involved, he was exiled to Rangoon afterwards.35 

Thee history of socio-religious reform in the Punjab started before the Arya Samaj, Singh 

Sabhaa and Ahmadiyah movements, nonetheless, what makes the latter particularly interesting for 

aa comparative historical study into the making of modern South Asian identities, is the fact that 

thesee three movements from within three different greater traditions participated in a public 

spheree as it emerged in one regional context. The next Chapter will describe how this public 

spheree was formed in the Punjab, while afterwards Part II will focus in detail how the Arya 

Samaj,, Singh Sabhas and Ahmadiyahs stirred it up in turn. Previous to that, however, I want to 

returnn once more to some wider processes, to place the later enquiry in the context of the 

establishmentt of the Pax Britannica, during which nature and communities were shaped and the 

'civilizingg mission' reached great heights. 

355 The 1891 Punjab Census counted 10.500 Namdharis, who are also known as Kukas (shouters) because their  acts 
off  worship often resulted in states of ecstasy in which they would dance and cry out (kuka). 

Thee foundation and development of both the Nirankari s and Namdharis was significantly affected by caste. The 
Nirankari ss comprised mainly Khatris and Aroras. The Namdharis were either  Ramgarhias or  'poor  J als'. Today they 
aree almost all Ramgarhias. 
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Throughoutt history, the drive to dominate nature has been synonymous with human civilizations 

worldwide.. Nature always has been both an objective ecological condition and a field of 

subjectivee experience for human beings. Or as Dietmar Rothermund put it: 

Naturee sets limits, man transgresses them with his tools and his vision. Man progressively 

createss a specific environment and makes history. In this process it is not only the limits 

sett by nature which are transgressed but also the limits of human experience and 

cognition.. From the elementary adaptation to the natural environment to the establish-

mentt of great civilizations, the horizon of experience and the regional extension of human 

relationss constantly expand.37 

Comparedd to what happened in other parts of the world, however, man's domination over nature 

tookk a far-reaching different route in European history. First of all, the complex sixteenth century 

processs commonly labeled the Reformation meant a crucial turning-point in man's understanding 

off  its relationship with the natural environment, while (as part of a long-term attempt to 

Christianizee the masses) the Church tried to police popular belief in the enchanted natural 

world.388 During the so-called age of Enlightenment (read: salvation through reason), early 

modemm scientists then began to proclaim that it was the destiny of man (who after all was not an 

animal)) to dominate nature. For them the natural world was governed by a limited number of 

377 Hermann Kulke and Dietmar Rothermund, A history of India, New Delhi 1991, 4. 
388 Scribner, The German Reformation, 8-10. 
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universall  laws that could and should be seized and rationally directed to serve man's needs. 

Afterwards,, nature became nothing more than a quantitative and mechanistic mass; a resource to 

bee exploited and its utility to be maximized through science and productive labour. Despite the 

factt that by the end of the eighteenth century, as Keith Thomas brilliantly described in the case of 

England,, 'a growing number of people had come to find man's ascendancy over nature increa-

singlyy abhorrent to their moral and aesthetic sensibilities',39 earlier Reformist and Enlightened 

ideass already had become part of a wider ideology promoting 'improvement'. From now onwards, 

thee level of control over nature through scientific investigation, the level of efficiency in using 

naturall  resources and the application of machine power, for most Westerners defined the status of 

societiess worldwide. 

Significantly,, in the colonial context all this meant that most British began to look at their own 

Vastlyy superior understanding of the workings of nature' as the crucial justification for their 

monopolizationn of leadership and managerial roles in colonized societies'.40 Hence the Anglo-

Indiann colonial state underscored its power over nature and, importantly, as in the case of the 

Punjabii  'tribe', over the customary communities of South Asian society (which after all belonged 

too the natural environment as well). like the Punjab rivers, these communities had to be 'con-

trolledd and guided, led and regulated' by scientific administration, Vather than as allies of govern-

mentt in a common project of rational environmental domination'.41 So while the Anglo-Indian 

coloniall  state was backed up by modem disciplinary force (army and police), both the recog-

nitionn and protection of a society composed of numerous 'traditionar communities was crucial to 

399 Keith Thomas, Man and the natural world. Changing attitudes attitudes in England, 1500-1800, London 1983,300. 
400 Adas, Machines as the measure of men, 205. 
411 David Gilmartin, Models of the hydraulic environment: colonial irrigation, state power and community in the 
Induss basin in Arnold and Guha (eds.), Nature, Culture, Imperialism, 226-227. 
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itss hierarchic system of authority. Moreover, it played a fundamental role in shaping the 

introductionn of democratic institutions in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. For, 

whateverr may have been starting principle, the introduction of electoral 'representation' surely 

representedd one means by which 'traditional' communities were lured into the public sphere, if 

nott the Anglo-Indian colonial state's hierarchic system of authority. Penetrating deeply into 

Southh Asian society to collect the land revenue, the Raj introduced local and provincial elections 

too legitimate its position and maintain support among local elites. Though obviously this partly 

alsoo represented a response to pressure from educated Indians, the central concern of the British 

nonethelesss was the maintenance of the underlying structure of the Anglo-Indian colonial state. 

Inn liberal democratic terms, therefore, the growth of electoral 'representation' did not emerge, as 

inn Europe, in the context of a developing bourgeois public sphere but instead (and this is 

essential)) as a mechanism by which the British sought to bring about a public sphere existing of 

innumerablee traditional' communities. 

Likee in Europe, the public sphere in South Asia increasingly became dedicated to an ideology 

off  Improvement': a program promoting the material and moral progress to which the British, 

consciouslyy or not, were committed as part of the White Man's Burden. From the beginning of 

thee nineteenth century, the British (utilitarian variety in particular) assumed 'rule by law' as 

pivotall  to any lasting change for the better'. In fact, by 1882, India's commercial, criminal and 

procedurall  law was completely codified, while, ironically, England still awaited a criminal code 

andd the vast majority of English law remained non-codified, in the form of statute or common 

law.. Indeed, the British often were able to do in South Asia what they were unable to do back 

422 Ibid-, Democracy, nationalism, 124-125. 
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home.. All in all, the Benthamite and utilitarian desire for unity, precision and simplicity in law 

reachedd great heights in the subcontinent, making Anglo-Indian law far superior in order, clarity 

andd system to its English counterpart. But what did this mean for Indian society? As said earlier, 

thee Anglo-Indian colonial state primarily focused on inland government rule and, hence, the 

lastingg influence of utilitarianism in South Asia is to be found in the colonial state's hierarchic 

systemm of authority, of which the size and activities in the 1870s proved to be the nearest 

realizationn in English experience of Bentham's vision of the administrative state of law and or-

der.43 3 

Nott that all this meant a complete transplantation of Western ideas to Indian ground. On the 

contrary,, the British undoubtedly were influenced by the different working circumstances in 

Southh Asia.44 For example, as utilitarian theory primarily touched Indian ground through the 

land-revenuee while 'going native', they invented 'tradition' through Anglo-Indian law. As such, 

thee British sought to preserve a conception of South Asian society as they first saw it, enforcing 

valuess as seen rooted in religion from antiquity and placing the family and community above the 

individual.. In this way, Anglo-Indian law accommodated both the assimilative ideals of libera-

lismm (with its optimistic assumption that South Asia could be transformed on an European 

model)) and the 'excluding' insistence upon Indian 'difference' in a personal law defined by 

membershipp of a 'traditional' community.45 What is more, instead of sharing a religious faith 

433 David Skuy, Macaulay and the Indian penal Code of 1862: the myth of the inherent superiority and modernity of 
thee English legal system compared to India' s legal system in the nineteenth century in Modern Asian Studies, 32, 
1998,513-5577 and Stokes, The English utilitarians, Chapter  Four. 
444 See, for  example, on the Punjab factor  in the shaping of the Irish Land Legislation Act of 1870, to which John 
Stuartt  Mill' s England and Ireland (1868) proved to be seminal; Cook, Imperial affinities. 
455 Metcalf, Ideologies, 35-38. 
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withh its subjects, the Anglo-Indian colonial state found its legitimacy in a moralization of law'. 

Too complete the 'civilizing mission', as James Fitzjames Stephen put it firmly: 

Thee establishment of a system of law which regulates the most important parts of the 

dailyy life of the people constitutes in itself a moral conquest more striking, more durable, 

andd far more solid, than the physical conquest which rendered it possible. It exercises an 

influencee over the minds of the people in many ways comparable to that of a new 

religion.... Our law is in fact the sum and substance of what we have to teach them. It is, 

soo to speak, a compulsory gospel which admits of no dissent and no disobedience.46 

Fitzjamess Stephen replaced Henry Summer Maine (1822-1888) as legal member of the Viceroy's 

councill  in 1869 and it was partly because of his experiences in India that he wrote Liberty, 

EqualityEquality and Fraternity in reply to John Stuart Mill' s On Liberty as mentioned in the 

Introduction.. More importantly, he probably was the most outspoken exponent of the 

authoritariann liberalism (India was to be ruled by a 'gifted few) that became the dominant 

ideologyy during the period of "high colonialism' and paralleled the growing racism of late 

Victoriann Britain. Yet while utilitarians held that human nature was the same throughout the 

worldd over, other views had come up afterwards, which proved to be crucial to the invention of 

"tradition'' through Anglo-Indian law. Evolutionary theorists, like Henry Maine, Vepudiated the 

utilitariann vision of an infinitely manageable human nature' and argued instead that societies were 

'different**  but 'comparative' and had followed distinct historical paths (though progressively 

466 James Fitzjames Stephen, Legislation under Lord Mayo in W.W. Hunter, Life of Mayo, vol. 2, London 1875, 
168-169.. As cited in Ibid, 39. 
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wentt through 'a movement from status to contract).47 What remains relevant to the colonial 

context,, however, is that these 'comparative' and nistoricist' social theories of Maine and his 

contemporariess were converted into moral and political ones and came to underlie the Anglo-

Indiann colonial state's hierarchical system of authority and policies towards 'improvement'. The 

factt that afterwards Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) and other Indian nationalists propagated the 

ideaa of the Village community' (to give but one example) solely shows the adoption and 

influencee of these social theories in the public sphere. 

lik ee that of law reform, the creation of a public education system was surrounded by many of 

thee same difficulties and contradictions. Obviously the colonial government could not introduce 

thee teaching of Christianity directly into the schools it sponsored and instead therefore introduced 

Englishh literature as the central element of the school curriculum to boost the "moral'. A remarka-

blee situation indeed, as early Victorian humanistic study in English schools centred on classical 

literaturess -Greek and Latin- instead of English. As a result, as Gauri Viswanathan argued, 

culturall  value was handed over in the emerging South Asian public sphere, from belief and 

dogmaa to language, experience and history'.48 Though the public education system (which will 

bee more extensively treated in the next Chapter) only reached a small part of the population, I 

nonethelesss want to stress that many of the "moral' ideas introduced through this system reached a 

muchh wider circle afterwards through the educational activities (in both English and the 

vernaculars)) of indigenous voluntary movements, which not only increasingly became active in 

thee public sphere as part of the earlier mentioned urban competitive politics of faith' but later 

alsoo penetrated the countryside. These indigenous voluntary movements were part of a process in 

477 Ibid, 68. 
488 Viswanathan, Masks of conquest, 117. 
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whichh the establishment of the Pax Brittanica in the Punjab stood for the growth of a more stable, 

settledd and hierarchical society at the expense of the unsettled, the popular and the fluid. 

Forr undoubtedly the Punjab had been part of the larger Central Asian world of trade and 

nomadismm for centuries and now, partly to counter the advent of the Russians in the region, the 

Britishh attempted to encourage, sustain and control this network.49 Passes were opened, trading 

postss established, banditry was controlled and the frontier tribes were pacified. Though 

nomadismm continued, particularly in west Punjab many tribal traditions were uprooted. In the 

samee way, British policies also changed the lives of the people living in the northern Himalayan 

partss of the province. By the 1880s, the Gaddis (shepherds) and Gujars (cowherds) of Chamba 

andd Kangra found that forests and "wastes' had become state property. From now on, their rights 

weree defined, the rhythms of their movements controlled and their spatial mobility restricted. 

Throughoutt the province, animals were enumerated, registered and branded, while in 1903 the 

Punjabb Military Transport Act was passed, legalizing government rights over all transport 

animals.. In the end, few Punjabis continued their earlier pastoral activities and most turned to 

moree settled modes of life. Some nomads took to wage labour (earning small sums by digging 

canalss or building roads); some became part-time peasants or expanded their cultivation to 

supplementt a declining income, while others concentrated on trading activities. As was to be 

expected,, particularly the construction of a system of canal irrigation and colonies in central and 

southwestt Punjab changed much of the earlier existing pastoral economy. Here pastorals were 

expropriatedd on a grand scale and for a prolonged period the janglis (uncouth folks) carried on a 

battlee with the early peasant migrants. Yet they also would live in a Punjabi Village community' 

499 For the next paragraphs: Neeladri Bhattacharya, Pastoralists in a colonial world in Arnold & Guha (eds.), 
Nature,Nature, Culture, Imperialism, 49-85. 
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afterwards.. The days "when no one thought of wearing anything but a lungi (skirt) and pagri 

(turban)'' were gone and from now onwards one would dress more civilized. Similarly, thatched 

hutss which could be left behind, or moved, with every change of encampment were replaced by 

cleann mud plastered houses, while the lambardar often would have a verandah supported on 

masonryy pillars, to make clear his newly acquired position in society.50 

Though,, like what happened in the Western tradition, pastoral life was romantically 

immortalizedd in the Punjabi qissas, in many colonial writings pastorals were objects of contempt: 

lazy,, improvident and wretched as cultivators, lawless, wild and generally cowards. The lazy 

pastorall  especially was defined in opposition to the sturdy and industrious Sikh peasant, 

cultivatingg his field with care and yielding revenue to the state. Indeed, it is here again that 

Europeann ideas about man and nature come to the front: notions about work and leisure, good 

andd evil, order and beauty. Or as Malcolm Darling put it: 

Inn the western Punjab conditions are dominated by a relentless nature. In the great canal 

colonies...,, we feel everywhere the beneficient hand of man. In the former, life is the 

immemoriall  life of India, primitive, isolated, and fatalistic: in the latter, it is the new life 

broughtt in by the Pax Britannica, prosperous, progressive, and modern. And not more 

thann thirty years ago the two tracts would have been indistinguishable.51 

Undoubtedly,, earlier mentioned late nineteenth century evolutionist ideas had strengthened this 

associationn between the pastoral nomad and the primitive. The evolutionist scheme saw the 

500 Darling, The Punjab peasant, 123-124. In his Introductio n to the 1978 reprint , dive Dewey called this work 
'simplyy the best book on peasant indebtedness ever  written' . 
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movementt from savagery to civilization as an evolution from tribe to state, where family, 

propertyy and territory were established at different stages of this linear movement. 

Throughoutt the Punjab, the Anglo-Indian colonial state opposed nomads, pedlars and pastorals 

andd attempted to discipline and settle them. Watched, hounded, harassed and frequently prosecu-

tedd by the police, nomads lived a life of endless persecution, particularly after the Criminal 

Tribess Acts of 1871 and 1911 gave legal sanction to official actions against 'wanderers'. Again 

seenn as a group phenomenon, 'tribes' stigmatized as "habitual wanderers' were expected to stay 

confinedd to their Village communities', licences of leave were to be issued, but only to those 

whoo pursued an nonest livelihood'. By 1881, the Census counted 16.039 individuals, belonging 

too seven criminal tribes (when India gained independence it inherited, as a legacy of the colonial 

period,, 3.5 million individuals belonging to 128 criminal tribes). Interestingly, the 1871 Act 

includedd eunuchs as well. According to James Fitzjames Stephen (who as law member drafted 

thee Act), there existed 'an organized system of sodomitical prostitution, of which these wretches 

aree the managers', and that no measure to force them to adopt nonest pursuits' would be too 

severe.. During the discussions preceding the Act, many resented the eunuchs' alleged kidnapping 

andd castration of children, yet what disturbed the participants as much as criminal behaviour (and 

whatt the Act hence forbade), was the practice of eunuchs appearing in public dressed in female 

clothes.. For once and for all, one should not only live long and happily in some village, often 

underr the supervision of the Salvation Army, but at the same time stick to one's sexual nature as 

511 Ibid, 111. 
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well.. While for most Victorians (and increasingly elitist Indians) sexual ambiguity and a life of 

\vanderingg without leave' were as disgusting and intolerable.52 

Duringg the establishment of the Pax Britannica, the 'civilizing mission' in a sense reached a 

climaxx with the emergence of reformatory settlements in the Punjab, where people would be 

taughtt the virtues of discipline, hard work and cleanliness. The most incorrigible characters were 

placedd in a central prison like reformatory, the reasonably well behaving in industrial settlements 

andd the best behaving in new agricultural settlements in the canal-colonies. Significantly, besides 

thee Salvation Army, indigenous voluntary movements like the Arya Samaj, Singh Sabhas and 

Anjuman-i-Islamiaa responded positively to the government's invitation to become involved in 

thesee reformatory settlements to produce 'moral' peasants. By the end of 1919, more than half of 

thee agricultural and industrial settlements, were more or less administered by indigenous 

associationss with government assistance. Though one should note that these movements did not 

spendd anything more than the amount of the government grant and primarily were concerned 

withh making converts and therefore particularly focused on the appointment of teachers and 

establishmentt of mosques, gurdwaras and mandirs.53 

Alternatively,, the softer side of the 'civilizing mission ' was to be found in the museums 

openedd and exhibitions held by the British. In museums Indians were confronted with the 

scientificc order of things as perceived by Europeans (who after all knew more about South Asia). 

Ass such, they saw themselves represented as tribes and castes' living close to the soil and 

followingg archaic and chaotic forms of knowledge. Though the famous Lahore museum 

remainedd the 'wonder house' (ajaib ghar) for Punjabi common folk, those who had followed 

522 James Fitzjames Stephen, Note of 4 July 1870, Home Judl., July 1870, no. 55-59; and Papers Relating to Act 
XXV HH of 1871. As cited in Metcalf, Ideologies, 125. 
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Anglo-vernacularr education undoubtedly were heavily influenced by the museum's orderly world 

andd indeed often rejected the notion of their country as an ethnographic museum. Sayyid Ahmad 

Khan,, for instance, when in the London India Office in 1869 and shown the photographs in The 

Peoplee of India, was horrified to see his countrymen portrayed as the 'equals of animals'.54 Also 

thee Lahore museum took its educational function very serious: apart from housing the Science 

Institutee and allowing the Society for Promoting Scientific Knowledge to use its lecture hall, it 

institutedd a series of Magic Lantern lectures.55 The best attended and historically more interesting 

lectures,, however, took place frequently during the 1910-20s: the zanana lectures reserved for 

purdahh clad women not only concerned science but travel and, indeed, the education of women 

too.. Much in the same way, exhibitions instructed Punjabis how to improve agricultural 

production.. At these exhibitions, indigenous products and knowledge were scientifically 

classifiedd and organized in order to make clear their utilitarian value, while in turn the latest 

gadgetss from the West were displayed so that Punjabis would know where they would be going if 

theyy did their best (in fact, the Lahore museum originally was hastily constructed for the Punjab 

exhibitionn of 1864).56 

Havingg said all this, however, I want to stress that the establishment of the Pax Britannica 

wass a multifaceted process, riven with contradictions. Overall the 'limited Raj' often was forced 

too compromise as it worked in the context of Punjabi social classes and conditions. It was closely 

relatedd to struggles inside society for status, privilege and power. Competing forces were not 

533 Major, State and criminal tribes in colonial Punjab. 
544 G.F.I. Graham, The life and work of Syed Ahmad Khan, 1885; repr. Karachi 1974,129. In 1868 the Government 
off  India published The People of India, an eight volume work of 468 photographs, each of which was accompanied 
byy a brief account of what was supposed to be that group's essential character. 
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establishedd solely by the British and hence simply to be put under the label of "Divide and Rule' 

(whichh is politics anyway) nor were they controlled by them. On the contrary, the British 

increasinglyy became busy trying to contain Punjabi forces and in the twentieth century became 

moree reactionaries than initiators, when the niches within the public sphere inhabited by certain 

groupss and interests (cutting into and contradicting the policies of the colonial state) had become 

tooo large. Indeed, many aspects of pre-nineteenth century Punjabi civilization continued to exist, 

albeitt as part of a new cultural configuration. Through simultaneous processes of acceptance, 

accommodation,, adaptation and rejection, Punjabis 'rationally' redefined their traditions, while 

incorporatingg European thought at the same time. 

Withinn this new cultural configuration then there were three dominant interrelated conti-

nuities.. First, the formation of the Anglo-Indian colonial state that provided the spine to the 

emergingg public sphere. Second, the idea that a 'rational' mode of knowledge authorized by 

Westernn science came to dictate Punjabi society through modern disciplinary institutions and 

practices.. And third, the tendency among leading Punjabis to organize themselves into newly 

self-identifyingg voluntary groups. Indeed, perhaps the fast changes in society, alternatively, made 

Punjabiss anxious for the re-imposition of some 'moral' order. This at least would partly explain 

bothh the popularity of indigenous voluntary reform movements and the British Indian army as 

'thee only kinds of order with which the villagers were familiar, above the level of the family; and 

thee only kinds of order which were compatible with the patriarchal authority pervading the 

averagee villager's day-to-day life'.57 In order to understand the activities explored by Punjabi 

5i5i These lectures were important meeting grounds for Protestant evangelicals, who built up libraries of slides and 
lentt them out (with suitable scripts) to anyone willing to make use of them. 
566 Prakash, Another reason, Chapter Two. 
577 Dewey, Some consequences of military expenditure, 154. 
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voluntaryy reform movements such as the Arya Samaj, Singh Sabhas and Ahmadiyahs, however, 

furtherr investigation into the creation of a Punjab public sphere remains crucial. 


